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UNESCO Kalinga Prize Winner - 2002

Ms Marisela Salvatierra of V enezuela
A Specialist in Environmental Journalism

&
is the First W oman & Fourth V enezuelan to receive the Kalinga Prize

[ Born....       6.10.2003 (Death)]

Science Communication opens people’ s eyes’

...Marisela Salvatierra

Ms Salvatierra regrets that the Production of Scientific Literature for Children & General
Public in her home country V enezuela is modest. There are currently only 45 titles for childern,
40 for teenagers & 450 for the general public, she notes.

…Marisela Salvatierra
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Marisela Salvatierra
A Life Devoted to

Popularizing Environmental Science

For her outstanding contribution in the field of Environmental Journalism, Marisela Salvatierra gets
Kalinga Prize for the year 2002.

Venezuelan journalist Marisela Salvatierra, who was awarded with the UNESCO Kalinga Prize for the
year  2002 for her great work in Scientific Spreading, passed away in Caracas because of a laborious
disease. Mrs. Salvatierra, a lawyer by profession, has been pleasantly and most simply diffusing the
complicated world of science and the technology and for that reason and in recognition to her twenty-
five (25) years of uninterrupted professional work, she has been granted with the coveted mentioned
Prize.

Journalist Salvatierra  was the fourth Venezuelan in obtaining this prestigious international award.
Previously the Prize was granted to Augusto Pi Suñer (1955), Aristides Bastidas (1980) and Marcel
Roche (1987).

The UNESCO Kalinga Prize is granted every year to outstanding signalers who have contributed
immencely to place science and the technology within the reach of the public in general. This award is
conferred by UNESCO jointly with Kalinga Foundation Trust of India.

Venezuelan journalist Marisela Salvatierra is
the winner of UNESCO’s Kalinga Prize for the
Popularization of Science 2002. The prize
comes in recognition of her remarkable 26 year
career in science communication and
environmental education in Latin America.

Ms Salvatierra receives the sum of £2,000 and a
UNESCO Albert Einstein Silver Medal. As holder of
the Ruchi Ram Sahni Chair, which comprises a
token honorarium of US$2,000, she will travel to India
for a period of two to four weeks as the guest of the
Government of India. The Ruchi Ram Sahni Chair
was introduced by the Government of India in 2001
to mark the prize’s 50th anniversary.

During her stay, Ms Salvatierra will interact with the
Indian scientific community, young students and the

public at large to convey her personal message in
science popularization and establish ties with India.

‘Science communication opens people’s eyes’, she
believes, ‘combats the scourge of pseudo-science
and democratizes the benefits of knowledge, since
one of the objectives of science popularization is to
enable the majority to participate democratically in
the discoveries of the minority.’

Ms Salvatierra produces and conducts the weekly
radio programme on environmental analysis,
Evolution, and directs the Foundation on
Environmental Communication Development
(Fundecam).

She is a former Professor of Journalism on
Environment and Development, and Environmental
Education, at the Social Communication School of
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the Central University of Venezuela. She has been
President of the Environmental Commission of
Venezuela’s Scientific Journalism Circle and was
responsible for environmental issues at the National
School of Journalists. She was also a driving force
behind the National Programme of Development and
Consolidation of Environmental Journalism in
Venezuela, which included the design of an
environmental training programme for active
journalists.

For ten years, she headed the government
programme of environmental analysis. She has also
worked as Editor-in-Chief of the magazine Profauna,
as Editor of the technical magazine, Environment,
and as the Venezuelan correspondent for the Latin
American edition of Environment Watch.

Ms Salvatierra regrets that the production of
scientific literature for children and the general public
in her home country is modest. ‘There are currently
only 45 titles for children, 40 for teenagers and 450

for the general public’, she notes”. Among
Salvatierra’s own titles are Atmospheric Pollution,
The Process of Environmental Deterioration in
Venezuela’s History, The Animal Population in
Venezuela and Why do we get flooded ? from the
series Cuadernos Maraven.

The annual Kalinga Prize for the Popularization of
Science was created by UNESCO and the Kalinga
Foundation Trust in India in 1951 to encourage a
dialogue between scientists and the general public.
Some six Nobel Prize laureates figure among past
recipients.

Each year, applications for the Kalinga Prize must
reach UNESCO via the candidate’s National
Commission for UNESCO by 15 May.

For Further information, go to:
www.unesco.org/science/pao/global.htm;
for the list of National Commissions:
www.unesco.org/ncp/natcom/

q
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10-11-2003 2:00 pm This year’s six UNESCO
Science prizes will be awarded in Budapest
(Hungary) today, at the closing of the three-day World
Science Forum. The event coincides with
UNESCO’s celebration of World Science Day. The
prizes will be awarded by Walter Erdelen,
UNESCO’s Assistant Director-General for Natural
Sciences, on behalf of Director-General Koïchiro
Matsuura. On the same day, at a special ceremony
in Caracas (Venezuela), the 2002 Kalinga Prize will
be given posthumously to the late Marisela
Salvatierra, who was prevented by poor health from
receiving it when she was still alive.

The 2003 Kalinga Prize for the Popularization
of Science  is awarded to Pervez Amirali Hoodbhoy,
a nuclear and high-energy physics specialist at the
Department of Physics, Quaid-e-Azam University,
Islambad (Pakistan). A passionate believer in the
value of understanding science, Professor Hoodbhoy
has produced three major television series on
science and is the author of Islam and Science:
Religious Orthodoxy and the Battle for Rationality
(ZED Books, London, 1991). He also produced a
documentary film entitled Pakistan and India under
the Nuclear Shadow. The Kalinga Prize, established
by the Kalinga Foundation Trust (India), is awarded
every year to encourage dialogue between scientists
and the general public.

UNESCO Awards Science Prizes on World Science Day

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization

q
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Handing-over today of the
Scientific Prizes of UNESCO

November 10-Vénézuélienne, a Pakistani, a Mexican, Sri Lankais, a Norwegian, Algerian and a research
center Vénézuélien were seen decreeing the scientific prizes of UNESCO, the agency of UNO for education,
science and the culture, in this 10 November also indicated world Journée of science to the service of
peace and the development by UNESCO.

The Prize Kalinga 2002 for the popularization of science is decreed on a purely posthumous basis in
Vénézuélienne, feue Marisela Salvatierra, which could not receive the prize of alive sound because of
problems of health while the prize 2003 for the popularization of science goes in Pervez Amirali Hoodbhoy,
a specialist in the nuclear physics and high energies of the Department of physics of the Quaid-e-Azam
University, Islamabad (Pakistan).

The Prize Carlos J Finlay of microbiology is awarded to Antonio Peña Diaz of the Institute of cellular
physiology of Universidad Nacional Antónoma de México (UNAM).

The Prize Javed Husain of the young scientists is awarded to Ravi Silva of Sri Lanka, professor of electronics
solid – state at the University of Surrey (the United Kingdom).

The Prize 2003 of the Qaboos Sultan for the safeguarding of the environment is allotted jointly to Central
of Ecología (Venezuela) and to the Norwegian specialist in biodiversity, to Peter Johan Schei, is proposed
by the Program of the United Nations for Environment (PNUE).

The Medal Institute Pasteur-UNESCO 2003 is allotted to an Algerian specialist in tuberculosis, Fadila
Boulahbal, for its action as a head of the laboratory of tuberculosis and mycobactery of the Pasteur
Institute of Algiers.

q

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
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The Venezuelan Journalist  Marisela Salvatierra
Awarded with the Kalinga Prize- 2002

for the Popularization of Science

Under the auspices of UNESCO, and in an act that
will be celebrated during the month of November of
this year in the India city of New Delhi, Venezuelan
journalist Marisela Salvatierra will become creditor
of the Kalinga Prize for the Popularizaciòn of
Science.  The announcement was the past done 5
of November by the Chief of a main directorate of
that Organization the International, that made
manifesto its recognition by the contribution of this
social signaler to the spreading of the scientific and
technological knowledge. The work presented/
displayed by Mrs. Marisela Salvatierra, selected by
the Jury the International of four members designated
by the Chief of a main directorate of UNESCO, takes
by title: “26 years of spreading of the scientific
and environmental education for a sustainable
development”.  “.. Her work was considered as a
contribution to impel the knowledge of the ecological
communication, through diverse fronts that include
the media, teaching, production of educative
materials, as well as activities of investigation
directed to change paradigms and to support the
relations nature society”.

Created by UNESCO, in 1951, thanks to the initiative
of the Fiduciary fund Kalinga of India, are recognized
with this award those people who through one
distinguished trajectory like writers, publishers,
lecturer, director of radio and television, or
cinematographic producers, have facilitated the
access of the public opinion to the knowledge of
science and technology.

With this delivery already they would be four (4)
citizens of Venezuelan nationality and the first
woman of the country that becomes creditor of the

Kalinga Prize, consisting of two thousand liras

sterling, and which will allow the beneficiary to make

a route throughout the India, accompanied by the

host of the Prize, Mr. B. Patnaik, founder and

President of the Fiduciary fund Kalinga, to become

familiar with all the aspects of the cultural, educative

and scientific life of India, as well as with the

economic and industrial development of the same

one. In that frame, it will be invited to dictate

conferences related to his area of specialty.

For this Prize, Marisela Salvatierra was postulated

by the National School of Journalists of Venezuela,

the Circle of Scientific Journalism, the Central

University of Venezuela, the Natural Ministry of the

Atmosphere and Resources and by some Non-

Governmental Organizations dedicated to the

defense of the medio.ambiente. At the moment,

Marisela Salvatierra evolves like member of the Circle

of Latin American Scientific Journalism and

President of the Foundation for the Development of

the Environmental Communication for Latin America

and the Caribbean. It has been leading, for 10 years,

the Program Evolution of Caracas Radio Radio,

Dedicated to the analysis of environmental problems

and other facets of the ecological subject. In the

Network of National Libraries compendiums on

thematic the environmental one directed to the

students of basic education rest, as well as a series

on the environmental systems of Venezuela. In the

Central University of Venezuela, it has distributed

in the School of Social Communication, the Chairs

of Journalism and Environmental Education and

Journalism on Medio.ambiente and Desarrollo.

q
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“Kalinga is a Message of Peace for the V enezuelans”
The National, 06 of November of 2002

by

Yelitza Izalla Yánez

The  journalist Marisela Salvatierra is the fourth
Venezuelan and first woman of the country that gains
one of the most important recognitions that the
Organization of Nations United for the Education,
Science and the Culture to the publishing ones of
science in the world grants.

Marisela Salvatierra, specialist in
environmental journalism,  that has forged her
race during 26 years, gained the prize Kalinga de
Scientific Divulgacio’n 2002, that the organization
of Nations United for the Education, Science and
the Culture to the people grants who have dedicated
their professional life to contribute with the circulation
of information and scientific research.

Salvatierra is the first woman and fourth
Venezuelan who gains the prize.  In 1955, it was
granted to the doctor of Spanish origin Augusto Pi
Suñer; in 1980, journalist Arístides Bastidas gained
and in 1987 the award took the scientist to it Marcel
Roche. “Kalinga is a message of peace for the
Venezuelans. This prize was not granted it to me
but to the country, that at the moment a crisis
crosses very hard. The city that gives the name him
to this prize seated preceding in the world and
transformed to a dynasty into an example of peace
and conexistence. It wanted that all the Venezuelans
we followed that message”, indicated the journalist.
It remembered that Kalinga, kingdom of the Eastern
coast of India, was a city model until was invaded
by the dynasty of the Asoka soldier who, after ending

the place, decided to change his way to govern and
to dedicate himself to the Buddhism. “the change
was one of the sources of inspiration of Gandhi,
and I hope that it is an example for in a while so
fundamental to us for the history of the country”, it
said.

Postulated unanimously

Marisela Salvatierra was postulated, by unanimous
decision, by the National School of Journalists, the
Circle of Scientific Journalism, the Central University
of Venezuela- where it gave classes-, the Ministry
of the Atmosphere and the Natural Resources and
by some non-governmental organizations dedicated
to the defense of the medio.ambiente, which now
turned it the representative of Venezuela before
UNESCO and before the world, because the award
of this year took. At the moment, the journalist is
member of the Circle of Latin American Scientific
Journalism and president of the Foundation for the
Development of the Environmental Communication
for Latin America and the Caribbean.

For 10 years, Evolution has been leading a program
in called Caracas Radio Radio, which is dedicated
to the analysis of environmental problems and other
facets of the ecological subject. Salvatierra dedicated
part of its race to the investigation, because in the
Network of National Libraries compendiums rest on
atmosphere dedicated to the students of basic
education, as well as a series on the environmental
systems of Venezuela. “These works allowed me
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to leave shaped in books the wealth of our country.

One of my greater satisfactions is that they have

served for important investigations, that they have

contributed with the development of the subject in

the country,” said the winner. In the UCV, Salvatierra

also seeded her environmentalist seed in the school

of Social Communication, because it distributed the

chairs of Journalism and Environmental Education

and Journalism on Atmosphere and Development.

According to the representatives of the Circle of
Scientific Journalism, Salvatierra has spread
environmentalist conscience not only in Venezuela,
but in Latin America and Europe. “Its work was
considered as a contribution to impel the growth of
the ecological communication, through diverse fronts
that include the media, teaching, production of
educative materials, as well as activities of
investigation directed to change paradigms and to
support the nature-society relations”.

q
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Letter to Marisela Salvatierra
by

Pedro Alive Berthier

I wrote to you, Marisela, time back this letter of
recognition to your scientific and journalistic work,
mainly in defense and preservation of the
atmosphere, one of the most difficult tasks and little
recognized in our country. Then you prepared
yourself in that opportunity to receive the deserved
international prize of Journalism. It said to you then.
‘For rendirte tribute, Marisela, would not be enough
the flowers of the wide mountain range, and to
ofrender them on your feet of journalist and
combatant without truce, in defense of the
atmosphere. Amiga of the nature, eyes and ears,
of the sensible butterflies that come to cry between
your hands their cuitas and bitterness. Defender of
everything what he is to us sacred in Venezuela,
the forests, the rivers our seas, like symbols of
freedom, their intact fauna, the blue mount of the
dreams. Also from the radio and your beautiful
program, Evolution, tribune and trench to denounce
the environmental upsettings, the abandonment and
the unpunished invasion of the parks national and
the little ones and mutilated green areas in the cities.
That has been your sagrada mission of journalist.
Today a new and beautiful project is born of your
hands. The Ciudadela of the Autista, that gathers
the effort of parents, societies, professionals and
friends, to help the destitute children who walk like
God between the dreams. But when writing these

notes, receipt the honorable news that you have

been distinguished by UNESCO, with the Kalinga

prize, granted to the scientific media and by your

immense work in this field, the diffusion of science

and the fight by the conservation of the atmosphere.

I have to believe Marisela that God us has listened,

so that this prize gets until you as you deserve it

well, to honor to Venezuela and our atmosphere,

that really needs it. Today I make these notes, for

despedirte, lost public perhaps in the memory and

the time and that you received then with the affection

and the affection that was to you own. I think about

beautiful of the life of a journalist and the investigator,

who a distinction fills it of pride, like to the national

media. The Kalinga left with you Marisela, to your

terruño in Mérida, to be buried eternal. But I know

that you will return, like that mountain range that

opens to you between its arms, warm dwelled of

foliage and snow, surrounded by mountains, crushes

and mysteries. You and I know it. The way, the

lightning, suns and ashes, soon verdores, sprouts

and again love, life, light, space, eternity. With

Machado I dismiss to you. Even dry elm tree, you

remember it ? by valleys and ravines,/ elm tree, I

want to write down in my portfolio/the grace of your

verdecida branch. / My heart also hopes/, towards
the light and the life/ another miracle of the spring.

q
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UNESCO Awards 7 Bolivarianos Projects
9 of May of 2003

Seven projects advanced by the Bolivariano
Government of Venezuela, were awarded by the
United Nations for the Education, Science and the
Culture (UNESCO), which grants every 2 years
financial support within the denominated “Program
of Participation” that develops this multilateral
organization, directed to its 190 countries members.

In this occasion the general secretariat of the
National Commission of Cooperation with UNESCO-
credited international organism in Venezuela-, gave
100,000$ to the representatives of the 7 projects of
national development of different governmental
institutions.

The subjects selected for the biennial support of
UNESCO were the result of extensive meetings that
have been maintained in each one of the areas of
work of the international organization, which they
selected investigations in each one of the branches
in order to become attached themselves to the plans
of the Nation and to present / display before the
organization the projects most important to decide
on the financial endorsement. Of 12 proposals sent
by Venezuela during year 2002, 7 were valued.

Between the programs they appear in 1o place, the
Ministry of Education, Culture and Deportes
(MECD), with the project “Extension of the Cover of
Attention of the Project the Teacher in House”, which
looks for to consolidate the network of institutional
support and the integration of the boy of 0 to 6 years

from age to the school, to which the amount of 38,
178, 000 million Bs was approved to him.

Other Venezuelan projects were the one of the

“Conservation of Arrau Turtle”, in charge of the

Ministry of the Atmosphere and Natural Resources,

that is framed in the conservation of the wild fauna

and protective zone, destined to species in extinction

danger; the project of “Biogeography of the

Vegetation and the Wild Fauna of Neotrópico”; the

“Registry and Documentation of Indigenous

Languages Mapoyo and Kariña of the State Bolivar”;

the “Series Collection of Photographies of Latin

America and the Caribbean of Century XIX and

principles of Century XX”; the “Course the

International of Professional Formation”, conducted

by the Ince and “the Memory of Vargas”.

During the act of delivery of these prizes, the work

of Venezuelans  was recognized who have dedicated

their efforts by the well – being of the humanity,

among them the Venezuelan scientist Marcel Roche

(lamentable deceased in recent days) one of the

pioneers of Sciences in Venezuela, founder of the

Venezuelan Institute for Scientific Researches (IVIC)

and Ambassador of Venezuela before UNESCO;

Arístides Bastidas, pioneer in the scientific media;

and to Marisela Salvatierra,  all winners of the

Kalinga prize for the scientific spreading.

q
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The Network, The News Paper of Internet gained the
“Municipal Prize of Scientific Journalism

Arístides Bastidas - 2003”

26 of June 2003

This time is the “Municipal Prize of Scientific Journalism Arístides Bastidas - 2003” granted by the Mayorship
of the Municipality Liberating and dgiven the 26 of last June. To this new recognition the National Prize of
Scientific Journalism is added “Eduardo Delpretti” received in December of the last year and given by the
Circle of Scientific Journalism of Venezuela with the sponsorship of Intevep-Pdvsa.

One is two important arrived recognitions of the journalistic world when the Network arrives almost at its
seven years of existence in the world of average forms and at eight in the cyberspace. The prize granted
by the Mayorship of the Liberating Municipality to the best made journalistic works during year 2002 also
was received by the graphical reporter Ernesto Morgado of the National, the caricaturist of So As Weil
Robert, the reporter Aliana same González of that vespertine one, the televising Bond TV, Tulio sociologist
Hernandez, the comunicólogo Antillean Pablo, journalist Marisela Salvatierra and other professional
outstanding of the journalistic world.

Been born when still the penetration of Internet in Venezuela was in underground levels, the Network has
grown to the rate of the network of networks, adapting to the changing conditions of the world in line,
characterized by strong turbulences. Now, when we celebrated the seventh anniversary of our printed
version, we can say that these recognitions animate to us to follow ahead and to maintain our mission to
offer the technological news of first a our thousands of readers, as much in the physical world as in the
digitalis.

q
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Year 8 Number 158
16 – August -  the 2004

Environmental Journalism:
it lives in the shade ? (ii)

In the previous Atmosphere edition in Letters a
space of reflection through a series of questions
was left open : what thinks on the environmental
media in Venezuela ? Offers him the sufficient space
in newspapers the ecological subjects ? Where read
the news on atmosphere. In this delivery some of
the answers are exposed that arrived at Foundation
Alive Earth.

Luis Cova, social signaler of the Ministry of the
Atmosphere and the Natural Resources, has been
within environmental means in the last twenty years
and indicates that in our country the environmental
media has undergone a reduction from the beginning
of the Nineties. It remembers that between 1986
and 1993 columns existed that treated subjects
related to the ecology in newspapers like the
National, Universal and the Impulse, among others.
They 

”
En whatever to the cover of facts, events,

tragedies, policies, publications, was quite
extensive, perhaps without many analyses, but one
inquired.

As excellent data indicates that for 1986 it evolved
as Head of Press of the Ministry of the Atmosphere
and to the press conferences attended between
fourteen and eighteen mass media, among them
some international agencies.

For Luis Cova 
“
los writing heads very were not gained

to give priority to this source, but the information
left, but at the same time it recognizes that the
Venezuelan scientific community has not been
opened with the calls of the journalists.

“
Es certain what Karen Finkenseller says, the
Environmental journalists are a species of apostles,
Arístides Bastidas, Marisela Salvatierra,  JJ.
Hernandez, Euro Fuenmayor, Acosta Sanabria and
others. To cover that source did not give to fame nor
prestige.

Also, it indicates that at the present time the
environmental media depends on which some

“
suceso environmental takes place or a profit, and
is subject to the relations that sources like ONG’s,
MARN, universities have, and ecologists with mass
media.

Certain cases exist that are been present of
continuous form in the pages of newspapers, radial
or televising programs and in other means, like the
contamination of the Lake of Valencia and
Maracaibo, the loss of life of fish in Careenage, the
contamination of beaches, among other subjects,
according to indicates Luis Cova.

On the other hand, Jose Miguel Terán Stone, that
writes from Carúpano, remembers that Venezuela
has a complete Constitution as far as environmental
matter. For example, one settles down that the
environmental education is obligatory in all the
educative levels and indicates the responsibility that
must have means in the cultural and environmental
promotion.

Still with an ample legal frame, for Terán Stone
”
 las

laws by single himself do not guarantee more
amiable a citizen performance with the atmosphere,
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makes lack institutional support and work for a better
future for the coming generations.

Also it affirms that 
“
el report of the Foundation

Konrad Adenauer on “Environmental Journalism in
Brazil and Peru”, made by journalist Karen
Finkenseller reveals a present reality in our country.

Jose Miguel Terán Stone executes a proposal of
promotion and diffusion of environmental values in a
weekly page called “Ecological Panorama”, which
is published in the Newspaper of Sucre. There
interviews are made, expose photographies and
documents of diverse sources like magazines, pages
of Internet, among other. As work expresses Terán

,,
el is not easy, if it is not counted on the support of

patrocinantes.

With this contribution, Jose Miguel Terán Stone
maintains that from that Venezuelan Eastern portion
and that space of weekly reflection he tries to remove
from the shade to the environmental media.

Another one of the answers that Alive Earth arrived
at Foundation is the one of Adriana Boccalon, social
signaler of Guayana City in the state Bolivar, who
considers that they 

“
en this country the

environmental media does not have sufficient space

in social mass media. When they appear

information, they are referred mainly denunciations,

to the formation of an environmental conscience

necessary not to assure the future ours more I intone

natural. It is a pity that the mass media are not

sensitized, because to these it corresponds to

motivate the environmental education.

In Venezuela they exist diversity of institutions and

dedicated people to stump the shades that surround

to the environmental media, but these initiatives

need communicational spaces, or are traditional as

the press, radio and television, or alternative like

Internet, lists of mail, groups of discussion. The

fundamental thing is to constitute lights of reflection

and ecological promotion.

You know means alternative that offer space to the

environmental media ? What environmental pages

visit in Internet. Again we offered a space him for its

answers and them it can send to the mail

comftv@cantv.net and we will publish them in the

next delivery.

q
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UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL
SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION

Address by :
Mr Walter Erdelen

Assistant Director – General
For National Sciences

On the occasion of the Award Ceremony for UNESCO Science Prizes

Budapest, 10 November 2003
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Mr Silvester Vizi, President of Hungarian Academy of Science,
Your Excellencies,
Distinguished Prize Winners,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to this year’s award ceremony for the UNESCO prizes in
science. I would like to express my special thanks to the Donor Governments and Institutions through
whose foresight and generosity these Prizes in Science have been made possible. I would like also to
welcome and congratulate the distinguished prizewinners who have been able to be with us on this occasion.

Today marks a very special day: it is the first time the UNESCO Prizes in Science are being awarded
during the celebration of the World Science Day for Peace and Development. In doing so, UNESCO
wishes to further highlight its mission in linking scientific activities with the message of the World Science
Day: the use of research to the benefit of society. Science is important not just to scientists, but also to
society and the purpose of scientific research is not only the advancement of knowledge, but also a
contribution to the wellbeing of humankind. This is of particular importance in our complex world, where
science is universally recognized to be a most powerful instrument of modernization and progress. This is
why we look to science and particularly to scientists to help overcome the interrelated challenges that are
facing today’s world, such as poverty, environmental degradation and wide disparities among countries. Of
course the crucial importance of science is not new: in the middle of the 20th century the mathematician
and philosopher Bertrand Russell expressed it as follows: “Almost everything that distinguishes the modern
world from the earlier century is attributable to science”. But the complexity in which we are living today,
the magnitude of the problems, the risk and uncertainty we face, make the tasks of scientists more
difficult and call for greater responsibility on the part of scientists.

More than ever, the Einstein-Russell words are of great relevance. “We appeal, as human beings, to
human beings: remember your humanity, and forget the rest. If you can do so, the way lies open to a new
Paradise; if you cannot, there lies before you the risk of universal death”. Many scientists feel that they
have a special responsibility to consider the implications and consequences of what they do. This
responsibility is a necessary condition for the use of science for Peace and Development. All UNESCO
prize-winners who are with us today have-directly or indirectly-been working very hard, through their scientific
work, for peace and development. Some of them have been spending all of their lives to gain these honorable
objectives. For this reason I am particularly glad to be linking this ceremony to the celebration of the World
Science Day for Peace and Development.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

We have six prizes that are being awarded today. The general objective of the science prizes is to encourage
researchers around the world by honouring their contribution to the creation and strengthening of peaceful
and sustainable societies. But each prize has its specific objective.

- First, the Kalinga Prize for the Popularization of Science  has been created to encourage a
dialogue between scientists and the general public. I am very pleased to inform you that the laureate
of this year’s Kalinga Prize is being honoured for his work on popularizing science for peace. The
Master of Ceremonies will give you more information about the winner.
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- Second, the Carlos J. Finlay Prize for Microbiology  rewards an outstanding contribution to
microbiology, including immunology, molecular biology, genetics, and its applications.

- Third, the Javed Husain Prize for Young Scientist s recognizes outstanding pure and applied research
carried out by young scientists below the age of 35.

- Fourth, the Sultan Qaboos Prize for Environmental Preservation  rewards outstanding contributions
by individuals or groups of individuals, institutions or organizations in the preservation of the environment.

- Fifth, the Institut Pasteur-UNESCO Medal  is presented for outstanding and innovative contributions
to health, agriculture or food.

- And, last but not least, there is the UNESCO Science Prize,  which rewards outstanding contributions
by individuals or groups of individuals to the technological development of a developing Member State
or region, through the application of scientific and technological research.

Let me finish by thanking the Hungarian Academy of Sciences for its generosity in hosting this ceremony
in this prestigious House of Parliament. I also wish to extend my sincere gratitude to the members of the
Jury for their difficult task in selecting from among the many good candidates and projects presented.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Before awarding the prizes to the 2003 Laureates, allow me to draw your attention to last year’s Laureate
of the Kalinga Prize, namely, Ms Marisela Salvatierra from V enezuela.  Normally, the Prize should
have been awarded to her last year at our UNESCO Office in New Delhi. However, owing to her poor health,
she was unable to leave Caracas. Therefore, in September 2003, we made arrangements to organize a
ceremony to award the prize to Ms Salvatierra in Caracas.

The prize should have been awarded to her last month on 9 or 10 October 2003. Very sadly, she passed
away on Monday 6 October 2003 without having the opportunity to receive the Prize. Today, our colleagues
at the UNESCO Institute for Higher Education in Caracas are organizing the prize award ceremony for her,
during which a member of her family or her representative will be invited to receive the prize on her behalf.
I would like to express our appreciation for the efforts of Ms Salvatierra in popularizing science and to
express to her family our sincere condolences.

I would like to invite everyone to stand up and observe one minute’s silence in her memory.

[………………]

Thank you very much. And now we shall proceed with the awards ceremony. Before handing over to the
Master of Ceremonies, allow me once again to convey, in my own name and on behalf of the Organization,
my warmest congratulations to the prize-winners.


